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5-4-3-2-1…GO! LEARNING & LAUGHING
Happy Spring (at last) 😊
What an amazing Easter season we experienced – as it slowwwly has gotten warmer over the past month,
we have had some lovely times.
I listed and SOLD the first home I bought here in Guelph – and it was so much harder
than I remember it being. Likely because I had to do all my work on my own home
after hours LOL. But the hard work paid off and a new family will be coming in to take
care of my first home in the Summer.
Brett and I were fortunate enough to be included as models in an event for
Breast Cancer Awareness called Fifty Shades of Pink in London – and it
was an amazing event – to see so much Community support and involvement
was truly AWESOME!
I started volunteering with the Ronald McDonald House with some beautifully
awesome women and Brett and I attended the Red Shoe Society’s Scarlet Ball
as well. Giving back and dressing up seem to be the theme over the past month
for sure!
I also had the opportunity, for the first time, to attend The Peak
Experience in Carlsbad, California with Buffini and Company. Three
entire days of learning, growing and synergizing with the
best of the best in Real Estate and in life, including Mel
Robbins (5-4-3-2-1..Go), Andy Andrews (The Traveler’s
Gift) and Brian Buffini himself. What an experience! I
have returned refreshed, excited and ready to ROCK the
rest of the year 😊
And last but certainly not least, Brett and I will be getting married at the end of June! We
visited Windsor to scout out the perfect location as it’s going to be an incredibly intimate Wedding
(just the two of us, our Officiant and our Photographer). We are excited, for sure, but even MORE
excited about becoming Mr. & Mrs. Lucier…officially 😊
I wish you all an amazing month full of love, laughter and JOY – life should be
full of these amazing elements.
Your friend in the business,

YOUR #HomeSweetHome REALTOR® Krystal Lee Moore

“Happiness is how you FEEL but JOY is who you ARE. Be a conduit of JOY, LOVE and LIGHT to
those around you and your smile will always be bright.” – Various

